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Meeting slated for
Stand for Children
March

The Children's Defense
Fund will sponsor a Stand
for Children March on June
1 In Washington D.C.
The march will be a
national day of commitment
to children, a celebration
and a day of community renewal when Americans will
stand together.
Stand for Children will
not be a partisan day; no
politicians will be invited to
speak.
Tonight at 8 there will be
a meeting for anyone in the
area who would like to participate in the march.
The meeting will be at 7
p.m. in the Wood County
Public Library.

Ohio Treasurer will
speak at University
Ohio Treasurer J. Kenneth Black well will speak in
219 Olcamp Hall at 4 p.m.
today.
Blackwell will speak
about the flat tax and other
issues facing Ohio. The College Republicans
and Undergraduate Student
Government are sponsoring
the speech.

Highway patrol
seizes marijuana

EATON, Ohio - The State
Highway Patrol has seized
$510,000 In marijuana from
a pickup truck traveling on
Interstate 70 In western
Ohio.
The patrol said the driver,
Michelle A. Coleman, 25,
and the passenger, Anita
Murphy, 21, both of Pittsburgh, were arrested on
Monday after 225 pounds of
marijuana was found in a
compartment under the
truck bed.
Troopers said they
brought in a drug-sniffing
dog when they noticed that
the wheel wells of the truck
had been altered. A search
revealed 39 bundles of marijuana, the patrol said.

Quote of
the day
"This is another
building community
effort to allow
organizations to
give their awards
and be recognized
across campus."
-English lecturer
Bonnie Fink about
awards banquet

HldeM Kotayuhl/rkc BG New,

From left to right, Kevin Boswell, freshman sociology major,
Brendan Clarke, freshman business major, and Tim Lehman,
freshman undecided major, protest the weather In front of Offen-

hauer East Sunday evening. "We are sick of the cold, so we decided to stay outside no matter what the weather Is like," Boswell
said.

The first annual student
leadership recognition program,
"Applauding Excellence," will
take place tonight in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom at 6:30 p.m.
The ceremony will recognize
student accomplishments, achievement and commitment
from the past year.
Bonnie Fink, English lecturer,
said this is the first year the
awards are being done in this
way to allow for the different
student organizations to be recognized by others on campus, not
See AWARDS, page four.

Former CIA director Colby presumed drowned
John Hendren
The Associated Press
ROCK POINT. Md. - Former
CIA Director William Colby was
missing and presumed drowned
Monday after what the sheriff
said was an apparent boating accident near Colby's vacation
home.
Colby's canoe was found on a
sandbar Sunday a quarter-mile
from his home on the Wicomico
River, and divers searched the
rough and murky water for the
76-year-old former spymaster.
"Right now, we are viewing it
as an accident," Sheriff Fred
Davis said. "We're not ruling out
foul play, but we never rule out
foul play."
Colby, who headed the CIA
from 1973 to 1976 under Presidents Nixon and Ford, apparently
went canoeing late Saturday, but
his absence wasn't noticed until
Sunday night, when neighbors

became suspicious because his
car was still in the driveway. Colby usually has returned to Washington by then.
A neighbor who checked his
home found his radio and computer still on. Investigators
found dinner dishes on a table
and clam shells In the kitchen
sink.
Davis said Colby's wife, Sally
Shelton-Colby, was out of town
but had spoken to him during the
weekend. He told her he didn't
feel well but was going canoeing
anyway.
Neighbors said the water was
rough Saturday and not good for
canoeing.
"I don't see why a man his age
would be out there," said neighbor Joseph Hervey. "If I went out
there it would be In a 16- to
20-foot boat - not canoe."
The sheriff ruled out the possibility of suicide.
Coast Guard crews searched

Goetz files for
bankruptcy to
save property
Samuel Maull
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - Hit with a $43
million verdict for a shooting a
young man on a subway train In
1984, Bemhard Goetz filed for
bankruptcy Monday to protect
his chinchilla, his guinea pig and
other possessions from being
seized and auctioned off.
The move delays any seizure of
assets until at least June 25, when
a bankruptcy trustee will meet
with creditors to discuss Goetz's
finances.
"It prevents a sheriff or marshal and New York State coming
in and Just simply ransacking
Bemie's house, having a public
auction out on the street, doing
anything that's basically unpredictable," said his lawyer, Darnay Hoffman.
Goetz, 48, a self-employed
electronics specialist, has personal property worth about
$2,000, including a chinchilla and
guinea pig named Squeaky,

Hoffman said. He said that Goetz
was worried about the fate of his
pets and that the subway gunman's notoriety makes the property worth much more.
"The Jackie O auction didn't
help anything at all," Hoffman
said.
A Bronx jury last week
ordered Goetz to pay $43 million
to Darrell Cabey, one of the four
young men he shot on the subway
in 1984. Cabey, now 30, was paralyzed and brain-damaged. Goetz
said he feared he was about to be
mugged; the young men said they
were just panhandling.
Cabey's lawyer, Ron Kuby, acknowledged that Goetz has little
money but urged the jury:
"Bankrupt him. Make sure he
never enjoys life as a rich man."
Goetz said he will let the verdict stand and won't appeal.
Under state law, Cabey can collect 10 percent of Goetz's earnings for 20 years if he can prove
to the trustee that his claim is
legitimate.

'

the river for more than five
hours late Sunday and resumed
the search Monday morning. Authorities didn't know if Colby was
wearing a life-preserver.
Colby, who began his intelligence career parachuting into
France to fight the Nazis, later
headed the CIA's Saigon office
during the Vietnam War.
In Vietnam, he was associated
with Operation Phoenix, an infiltration effort to root out rural
support for communist guerrillas. It led to sweeping arrests,
torture and execution of suspects. Critics said most of those
killed were innocent peasants.
He was dismissed by Ford as
CIA director because of a growing feeling In the White House
that he was cooperating too
freely with congressional investigators looking into allegations of wrongdoing within the
agency. The agency had been accused of plotting assassinations

overseas and of spying on civil- peaking volunteers and joined
ians in the United States.
the Office of Strategic Services,
the CIA's forerunner.

"Right now, we are
viewing it as an
accident. We're not
ruling out foul play,
but we never rule out
foul play."

Colby joined the CIA in 1950.
After retiring from the CIA, he
practiced law and was a consultant. A director of a U.S.-based
investment fund called the Vietnam Frontier Fund, Colby was
denied a visa to visit Vietnam in
1994.

Recently, Colby and former
KGB Gen. Oleg Kalugin played
themselves in a new interactive
Fred Davis CD-ROM game, "Spycraft: The
Great Game."
sheriff
"We've got lots of former enemies," Colby said in an interview
Colby was born in St. Paul, to promote the game. "We fought
Minn. He dropped out of Colum- a lot of them, and now we are albia University Law School to join lies. ... We have many kinds of
the Army after his first year. He games used In the government
went into intelligence when he for training and to stretch the
answered a call for French-s- minds a bit."

Signing up

The Associated Press

Two boys look up to ask for autographs at the rMcago White Sox and California Angels baseball
game. The boys said they were excited about getting an autograph from their favorite player,
Frank Thomas.
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Four-year graduation
should be implemented
With May graduation rapidly approaching, many students find themselves pondering exactly when they
will see the day that they will march to the tune of
"Pomp and Circumstance."
Unfortunately, it seems a lot of students here at the
University are being faced with increased difficulty
when it comes to seeing that ever-important graduation
day.
Both the University of Iowa and Central Michigan
University have implemented programs under certain
circumstances which guarantee students a bachelor's
degree in four years and no more.
If it takes longer than four years, the university picks
up the tab.
Bowling Green has no such program. Adrian R. Tio,
associate dean of student affairs for the College of Arts
and Sciences, said that "Some degree programs are not
designed to get out in four years. It really takes time."
However, to students who have taken out more loans
than they prefer to pay back and are already up to their
eyeballs in debt, "It really takes time" is the last thing
they want to hear.
Some of the problems with timely graduation lie in the
advising program here at the University.
Most advisers are instructors, which means that they
already have the responsibility of classes.
Office hours which are meant for students in the adviser's classes now become filled with students in need
of advising.
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Inspiring teachers perishing away
In one week and a half I will
have graduated from BGSU.
From now on, no matter where
I am - directing an epic movie In
the sandstorms of Morocco,
campaigning for some liberal
politician, or simply hob-knobbing with the hoi polol - I will
carry the spirit and wisdom of
this institution with me. When I
am in my dotage, the question,
"Where did you go to college?"
will still be asked of me. Will I be
proud to proclaim the name
BGSU? I don't know yet.
In my columns, I have tried to
explore Issues relating not only
to BGSU but life In general. I
have written about the good and
the evil of our Institution as well
as the Institution of higher learning In general I hope I have
pried open a few subjects for
your inspection.
It is my firm belief that higher
education is one of the most Important things in life. Unfortunately, there are serious impediments to Its glory. Mediocrity Is the hobgoblin of all art,
including the art of teaching.
True, there are a handful of
mighty professors who fight
against it, but alas, the future (as
always) remains uncertain.
Last year I wrote about the
three brilliant professors I have
had at BGSU. Sadly, all three.

R.K. Tucker, Don Ragusa and
Bob Bashore, are now retired. I
wish I could say that there are
several dozen young profs ready
to take their places. Unless brilliant, young teachers rush in to
take over BGSU, the obstacles to
good education will grow like a
mass of foul weeds.
One of the biggest obstacles Is
the "Publish or Perish" phenomenon. I have seen it in action,
and it Is truly disgusting. Talented, inspiring Individuals who
place TEACHING above all else
have been denied jobs here and
at other universities while lesser
talents are rewarded because of
their publishing abilities. What
do these people publish? Dreary
articles in obscure journals read
only by academics. In short, universities often hire intellectual
masturbation partners Instead of
great teachers.
The students suffer greatly
because of this. Universities
serve several functions, and one
of them seems to be the creation
of soft, cozy environnments for
professors who have reached
tenure. These people have no im-

petus to become great teachers,
and they will never, EVER be
fired for being bad ones.
Most people with whom I have
spoken on this Issue seem to
agree that such an unfortunate
situation exists. However, most
of them shrug and say, "That's
academia."
The reason this is allowed to
continue is the hierarchy of
power Is so firmly established
that only a mighty earthquake
can disrupt It. Students have
little power over their professors. The evaluation forms we fill
out at the end of each semester
look like student power, but they
really aren't. The questions
aren't condusive to genuine
analysis and criticism. The feedback from them cannot decide
whether a professor is fired or
kept on. Sadly, too many students
don't take the effort to really critique classes and teachers.
The real student power lies In
student publications, student
demonstrations, student art and
organizations such as the recently formed Students for Quality Education. Faculty and administration have little or no
power over these, and with them
students can expose mediocrity
or evil and influence others to do
the same.
The greatest obstacle Is stu-

dent apathy. I saw piles of this
last semester. The "Building
Community" meetings had nowhere near the student involvement they should have had.
The Informational meeting for
"Students for Quality Education"
had more faculty members show
up than students. Professors
stood up and threw money on the
table to keep the underfunded
group going. Where were the
students that presumably will
benefit from these donations?
Most of them, frankly, don't care.
If the social Darwinists were
right, these apathetic souls will
be factory and corporate fodder.
Perhaps the best thing about
BGSU is that like so many things
It can be shaped into what students need. Education is a product of will.
I had many great experiences
here - too numerous to mention.
Dozens of brilliant undergraduates, grad students and professors In a wide variety of (Helplines have shaped me into a better person. When I flop that little
tassle It will have been because
of you.
To the Brilliant Ones: R.K., Dr. .
Bob, Dr. Ragusa, Prof Loy, Nat
and especially Karen Thanks a
bunch
Roark Littlefield is a Tuesday
columnist for The News.

This also leaves little time for concentration on the actual job of advising. It's not fair to advisers or students.
The News believes the University needs to consider
implementing a program guaranteeing a four-year degree earned in four years.
They also need to consider hiring people specifically
foradvising, rather than asking those who are already
busy to be bogged down by more responsibilities.
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University students should be put first
In the surprise move of the
year, the University Board of
Trustees Friday approved an Increase In Instructional and general fees.
First off, let us note the timing
of this action.
With one week of classes left,
there Is little time for any organized protest to form or pet i t ion to
circulate before the majority of
the student population goes home
for the summer.
The Board of Trustees also
manages to avoid the wrath of
most News columnists, who are
busy lamenting about all the
memories the semester has provided.
In short, this Is an opportune
time to raise tuition by over two
hundred dollars.
President Ribeau labeled a tuition Increase as the only option.
If this was truly his opinion,
surely he was not looking hard
for alternatives. How about denying the proposed faculty pay
raise?
Of course, this possible solution would Immediately beruled
out by President Ribeau.
If a pay raise were to be denied, the faculty would be outraged. One arguement made by
teachers Is that to be fair and
adequate, wages must increase
with inflation.
The Board of Trustees can see
the logic In this statement, but
fall to apply this reasoning to tuition increases.
At BGSU and nationwide, tuition increases far outpace inflation. Consider these statistics:
Since 1986, the median income in
the United States has Increased
46.6 percent

mercy of older, "wiser" voters courses, and tenured professors
who balk at having to pay 10 or 20 are becoming more and more of a
drain on the educational process.
extra dollars per year.
Again, BG is hardly unique in
The recent Bowling Green
School District referendum is a this respect. Since 1965, average
prime example of this. In the annual tuition in the United
mythical world of high-priority States (adjusted for Inflation) has
education. Pell Grants may even Increased 200 percent, while the
The Consumer Price Index (a keep pace with faculty pay number of class days offered by
good indicator of inflation) has raises.
Universities decreased by almost
increased 42.6 percent The cost
of attending a public university
has increased 81.7 percent.
All things considered,
however. President Ribeau and
the Board of Trustees probably
didn't have much of a choice
when considering how to raise
revenue.
The purse strings are being
pulled tighter in Columbus and
Washington, and the effects are
choking education.
In our political system, priorities are made evident by the
amount of monetary support given to specific people and proOutside of this fictional world, 20 percent.
we must contend with the agenThe outlook Is dismal. Across
grams.
Being a student in the United das of legislators, trustees and the board, the American educa- .
tional system is In decline. We
States in the last half of the 20th faculty members.
Even with all of the misguided have reached a pivotal point.
century means confronting the
fact that you are not high up on uses of our money. It might be
possible for students to swallow
It Is up to us, the current stuthe priority list.
Imagine a world in which edu- an occasional tuition Increase dents, to fight If we do not, we
cation took precedence In every so often - that is, if the will see our educational system - governmental policy. "Social quality of our education did not and many other things along with
it - crumble to the ground.
welfare" would Include pro- seem to be falling rapidly.
The administration has appargrams such as Head Start and
Mike Wendling Is the Tuesday
Federal Work-Study, programs
which prevent social problems ently fallen under the technology bottom columnist. He would like .
instead of attempting to remedy fallacy - the belief that buying to thank all of the people who
loads of Macintosh computers contributed to his column this
them after the fact.
School districts would be fund- will Increase the quality of edu- year, as well as all of those who
thoughtfully responded. Quesed by state or federal Income cation here at BGSU.
Meanwhile, grad students - tions, comments, and concerns '
taxes Instead of the current
who arent required to com- can be directed to mikeproperty tax system, which perpetuates Inequalities in school plete any educational training - wenWygnet.bgsu.edu or 210 West
are teaching more and more HalL
funding and holds children at the

Wendling

The outlook is dismal. Across the board, the
American educational system is in decline.
We have reached a pivotal point. It is up to
us, the current students, to fight. If we do not,
we will see our educational system - and
many other things along with it - crumble to
the ground.
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Former nurse comes forward in Sheppard trial Police investigate
Window-washer allegedly describes murder in 1983 conversation with Collins
inmates'murder of
juvenile prisoner
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND - The 19S4 murder of Marilyn Sheppard has taken another twist: A former private nurse says window-washer
Richard Eberling told her more
than a decade ago that he did it.
Kathie Collins, 34, met last
week with an attorney and an investigator from the Cuyahoga
County prosecutor's office to tell
them about a 1983 conversation
she had with Eberling in which
he described the murder.
At the time, Collins, who was
living In the suburb of North
Olmsted, was a night nurse for
the woman Eberling later was
convicted of killing. Collins now
lives in Florida. Her attorney,
Terry Gilbert, refused to disclose the city Monday to protect
her privacy.
Eberling has denied any involvement in the case that helped
inspire the television series "The
Fugitive." He declined to be
interviewed Monday.
In an interview with The Plain
Dealer, Collins said Eberling told
her he killed Mrs. Sheppard, hit
her husband Dr. Sam Sheppard
on the head with a pail and

knocked him out. He then escaped, leaving Sheppard to be
convicted - and subsequently
acquitted - of his wife's beating
death.
Collins said she did not know
until recently that the Sheppards'
son, Sam Reese Sheppard, was
trying to clear his father's name
by linking Eberling to the killing.
Despite his acquittal after 10
years in prison. Dr. Sheppard
was still widely suspected in his
wife's killing up to his own death
in 1970.
Sheppard has filed a civil lawsuit against the state seeking
damages for the wrongful imprisonment of his father.
Collins said she and Eberling
used to talk each night at the
home of Ethel May Durkin, the
Lakewood woman whom Collins
cared for. Eberling supervised
Durkin's domestic help.
Collins said Eberling once
asked if she had ever killed
anyone.
"I did," Eberling said, according to Collins' account.
Knowing she was shocked, he
asked if she knew about the
Sheppards. Collins - who wasnt
even born when the murders oc-

curred - said she had not
"He said, 'Well, I did her, and
somebody else paid the bill,"'
Collins said.
Collins pressed him: "You
mean you killed her?"
"Yeah. I killed her," Eberling
said, according to her account. "I
hit her husband with a pail on the
head and knocked him out."
Collins said Eberling almost
immediately realized his mistake.
"You didn't hear that, Katie,"
he said. "I didn't say that"
About two weeks later, Eberling accused Collins of drinking
his Scotch and fired her. She denied the charge.
Another two weeks later, Durkin was hospitalized after a severe blow to the head. She died
six weeks later on Jan. 3, 1984.
Eberling had forged a phony will
that left him 70 percent of her
$1.5 million estate.
Gilbert said Collins at first told
only her mother about Eberling.
Six years later, she saw an article
in a magazine about Durkin's
death.
She then told a Cleveland
homicide detective about the
conversation she had with Eberl-

ing. She said the detective, whose
name she didn't remember, brushed her off and didn't follow up.
"I feel guilty in a way," Collins
said. "I should have made
someone listen to me. I could
have solved this case 10 years
ago."

This time, people are listening.
Carmen Marino, the assistant
prosecutor handling the renewed
investigation, said he will review
Collins' statement with those who
were present.
"We have to go over the finer
points and find out the basis of
her recollection of the Incident
and find out why she came forward," Marino, who was not present during the statement, said
Monday.
He said there Is not enough
evidence to support charging
anyone with the murder.
As part of Sheppard's case, a
DNA expert will compare the
composition of blood samples
collected from the murder scene
to fresh blood extracted from
Eberling.

Activists want smogcontrolling nozzles on pumps
Jamei Hannah
The Associated Press
DAYTON - Environmental activists filed a lawsuit Monday
asking a judge to force small
filling stations to use smogcontrolling nozzles at the pumps.
The Greene Environmental
Coalition, an environmental advocacy group from Yellow
Springs, filed the lawsuit in U.S.
District Court.
At issue are plans by the Ohio
Environmental Protection

Agency to exempt about 200 of
the smallest filling stations in the
southwest Ohio counties of
Montgomery, Clark, Greene and
Miami from having to use special
pump nozzles, hosing and pipes.
The equipment is designed to
capture gasoline fumes before
they escape into the air.
The OEPA announced April 5
that stations in the four-county
area that pump fewer than
100,000 gallons of gasoline a day
would not be required to use the
special equipment.

Toledo resident receives
Presidential Service Award
The Associated Press

TOLEDO - A man who has dedicated himself to trying to keep
prostitution and drug traffic out
of his neighborhood on the city's
north side to one of 20 recipients
of the 1996 Presidential Service
Award.
Ray Simonl was given the
honor last week by Hillary Rodham Clinton during a ceremony
in Washington. He was chosen
from among 3,000 nominees nationwide.

The awards, which have been
presented since 1982, are sponsored by the nonprofit Points of
Light Foundation and the Corporation for National Service.
Simonl said he to somewhat
embarrassed by all the attention.
"This isn't a story about me,"
he said. 'It's a story about all
these good people trying to clean
up this neighborhood. All I did
was say to them, "Quit your... bellyaching, get out there and do
something about If"

■ $2.25

But the lawsuit says exempting
the stations is contrary to the
state's smog-control plan, and the
OEPA has no authority to exempt
them without approval from the
U.S. EPA. The exemption would
threaten the health of area residents and could cut federal aid to
the state, the lawsuit said.
"We know for a fact that gasoline service stations are one of
the single largest sources of air
toxics," said Bruce Cornett, coalition project coordinator.
Cornett said the EPA is un-
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Sunday, May 5 - Thursday, May 9

See NOZZLE, page four.
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FREE ESTIMATES
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Independently
owned and
operated (located
across from
Harshman Dorm)
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Inmates, housed in a unit separate from the Juvenile lockup,
got into Wat kins' unit He said
one of the suspects overpowered a guard, held a knife
to his throat and took his keys.
Investigators have recovered some homemade
weapons, including makeshift
knives, from the area and are
working to determine If one Is
the murder weapon.
No charges are expected until the patrol concludes its Investigation within two to four
weeks. Bom said.
Peter Wray, spokesman for
the Ohio Civil Service Employees Association, said the
disturbance was staged by
inmates Intent on killing a fellow prisoner. Wray believes
the killing was gang-related
but not necessarily racially
motivated.
Wat kins was convicted on an
aggravated robbery charge
for helping hold up a Cincinnati pizza shop In 1994. He began serving a flve-to-25-year
sentence in January.
Some 2,542 inmates are
housed at the prison. The Juvenile unit, which houses
about 100 inmates ages 15-18,
is close-security - one level

LONDON, Ohio - Authorities are trying to figure
out how adult inmates at the
Madison Correctional Institution were able to enter a Juvenile wing and kill a 17 -yearold prisoner.
State Highway Patrol
spokesman Sgt. John Born
said Monday that all of the
suspects In last week's stabbing are adults.
Authorities suspect a gang
rivalry led to the stabbing,
which occurred during a
15-minute disturbance Thursday at the minimum- and
close-security prison about 25
miles west of Columbus.
Officials said the stabbing
likely was the work of the
Aryan Brotherhood, a white
supremacist gang. The victim,
Damico Wat kins, of Cincinnati
was black.
The stabbing may have been
in retaliation for the beating of
a white inmate on Wednesday
by two black prisoners, prison
spokeswoman Carol Canode
said last week.
All of the suspects in
Wednesday's death are 18 or
older, Born said. He would not
disclose the race or number of belOW maximum
The close-security section
suspects.
Born said investigators of the prison remained in a
were not certain how the adult lockdown on Monday.

Village Green
Apartments

WHEN IT'S TIME
TO PACK UP
AND GO HOME
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fairly exempting filling stations
while requiring motorists to pay
to have their cars checked for
excessive emissions as part of
the E-Check program.
'To impose a burden on the
little person and then turn
around and exempt large corporate Interests from complying
with rules is Just wrong," Cornett
said.
Ohio EPA spokeswoman Pat
Madigan said the agency has the

The Associated Press
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Easy Transaction Checking

im&KBSSM OPEN DAILY

11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Stop By and See What's Good For Lunch!
1080 S. Main St., BG, OH • 353-8413

Just the ticket for people going places.
Going to college? To Europe? Or just out on your own?
National City's ETC gives you access to your money all along the way.
You get a National City MoneyCardw for quick, easy access to your cash
at ATMs worldwide - and at MAC* point of sale terminals where you shop.

Congratulations to

You get convenient, pre-arranged payment and telephone banking services.

& Alpha Gamma Delta's
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And, you get to write up to ten checks a month for everything else.

Spring 1996 Initiates:
Andrea Dalton
Wendy Graf
Lisa Jessee
Joanne Luslc
Katie Pietriclc
Sarah Quick
Ali Trotta
Rose Weber
Jessica Yannayon

No monthly maintenance fee.
National City's ETC has no monthly maintenance fee.*
Which means people going places can get there faster.

Get details at our Bowling Green State
University branch, 735 S. Main St., today.
»J.
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Clinton announces drive to stop rise in marijuana use
edged that Clinton erred early in
his administration by cutting
staff in the White House drug
MIAMI - Criticized as weak in control office.
the war on drugs. President ClinClinton implored Congress to
ton announced a drive Monday to approve his request for a $15.1
curb a sharp rise in marijuana billion initiative relying heavily
use among young people and to on drug education, prevention
stop the spread of the cheap and and treatment programs, interdangerous drug methampheta- diction efforts and a crackdown
mlne.
on drug-related crime and vioThe administration said Clin- lence. It would amount to a 9.3
ton's election-year initiative was percent increase in drug-fighting
the opening shot in a 10-year funds.
effort aimed at returning AmerClinton made his proposal in a
ica to a 1960s, pre-Vietnam level sunny schoolyard at the George
of drug use.
Washington Carver Middle
"Make no mistake about it, this School in front of hundreds of
has got to be a bipartisan, Ameri- cheering young people who have
can, non-political effort," said taken a pledge to abstain from
Clinton, even as Republicans drugs and alcohol.
scoffed at his drug-fighting re"We are here because of what
cord.
you have done: zero guns, zero
"Since Bill Clinton was elected, assaults, zero Incidents of drugthe number of illegal aliens is up, related violence, zero drugs," the
the number of drug addicts is president said. "That's where
up," House Speaker Newt Gi- America ought to go."
ngrich said in a Las Vegas
White House drug policy chief
speech.
Barry McCaffrey acknowledged
The administration acknowl- later there were no major new
Terence Hunt
The Associated Press

elements in Clinton's program.
"Everything In this strategy is
already being done, absolutely,"
McCaffrey said. There is no magic solution, he added.
Despite Clinton's political disclaimer, there was a heavy political air around his trip.
After the drug speech and an
afternoon of golf with brothersin-law Hugh and Tony Rodham,
Clinton was to raise more than $3
million for the Democratic
National Committee at a fundraising reception and two dinners, the more exclusive of
which was being held at the home
of attorney Marvin Rosen.
The president was accompanied by his top political aides, and
White House press officials were
armed with ammunition against
expected Republican attacks on
Clinton's anti-drug campaign.
For example, presidential
spokeswoman Ginny Terzano
said that the GOP "Contract With
America" made no mention of
fighting drugs.
Likewise, she said. Sen. Bob

Dole, Clinton's Republican rival,
made "zero" mention of drugs In
his rebuttal to the president's
State of the Union address.
Yet, even McCaffrey said the
president's 1993 cuts in the Office of Drug Control "didn't work
out."
And, a day before Clinton announced his policy, Sen. Joseph
Biden of Delaware, ranking Democrat on the Judiciary Committee, said the president "has failed
to speak. This president is silent
on the matter."
Florida has been hostile territory for Democratic presidential
candidates for 20 years, but Clinton's advisers believe he has a
shot at the state's 25 electoral
votes this year because of his defense of Medicare against Republican budget attacks and his
tough stand against Cuba's Fidel
Castro.
Drugs also are an Important issue in Florida, sometimes viewed
as the nation's gateway for cocaine and other drugs.
The administration said there

was cause for guarded optimism
on some fronts, with the number
of illegal drug users reported to
have fallen by half since 1985 to
12.2 million now.

It a crime to store, use or handle
chemicals for the purpose of
manufacturing methamphetamlne. The drug can create a euphoric high followed by depression, paranoia and, when used
However, drugs are being used long term, violent rages.
Increasingly by young people.
The use of marijuana almost
doubled between 1992 and 1994
among children aged 12 to 17.
The chief goal of Clinton's program is to motivate the young to
reject illegal drugs and substance abuse - much as Nancy
Reagan tried in the 1980s with
her "just say no" advice.
Clinton's campaign calls for
state governments and community organizations to help develop
national prevention standards
and a program to Implement it.
Further, it encourages schools to
adopt comprehensive drug prevention strategies and says the
nation must curb the use of alcohol and tobacco by young people.
Clinton also proposed making

"Make no mistake
about it, this has got
to be a bipartisan,
American,
non-political effort."

Bill Clinton
President

Deaths from the use of methamphetamine - also known as
speed - have doubled in the past
four years, Clinton said. In Los
Angeles alone, deaths rose from
68 in 1992 to 219 in 1994.

AWARDS
of students, said she agreed the
awards ceremony goes along
just within their own organiza- with the building community
effort that President Ribeau has
tions.
been talking about this year.
"This is another building
"This is the first time we are
community effort to allow organizations to give their awards and having a University-wide recogbe recognized across campus," nition ceremony where we are
giving honor and recognition to
Fink said.
Barbara Keller, associate dean student leaders," she said.
Continued from page one.

Jeff Stefancic, Undergraduate
Student Government president,
and Vilma Matos-Ortiz, Graduate
Student Senate President, will
preside over the event.
Keller said they are expecting
about 300 people to attend the
awards ceremony.

vidual organization's awards, but
rather to recognize those students across campus and allow
others to see their accomplishments.

Different organizations that
will be presenting awards during
the evening Include Air Force
Fink said they do not intend for ROTC, BGSU Collegiate Chorale,
these awards to replace the indi- BGSU Men's Chorus, Center for

International Programs/World
Student Association, Children's
Miracle Network Dance Marathon, Fashion Merchandising
Association, Honors Student Association, Interfraternity Council, Omicron Delta Kappa, Panhellenic Council, Phi Upsilon
Omicron. Resident Student Association, SIC SIC, Society for
Technical Communication, Stu-

dent Housing and Residence
Programs, Student Nursing Association, Student Organization
of Leadership Development,
USG, and University Activities
Organization.
There will also be awards presented for students with outstanding service to the campus
and community.

NOZZLE

http://www.answerfactary.com
Apple

and 48G/Pentium

computers • lech Support ■ Powerbook Rentals • Software

.

This It the season for sickness.... Wear your hatll!

you don't get as much reduction
Kristen Mano, general counsel
from this program," Madigan for the Ohio Petroleum Marketauthority to exempt the stations. said.
ing Association, said the E-check
She said there is no evidence
removes 16.7 tons of emissions
they are causing a significant airThe lawsuit asked Judge Wal- from the air daily, compared to
pollution problem.
ter Rice to Issue a temporary re- an estimated 0.5 tons by requir"You get so much reduction straining order and a prelimi- ing the smaller filling stations to
from the E-Check program, but nary injunction to keep the Install the nozzle equipment.
exemption from going into effect
Tuesday.
Mano said It costs between
$30,000 and $70,000 to Install the
Attorney Paul Leonard, who equipment and $6,000 a year to
filed the lawsuit on behalf of the maintain it She estimated that
coalition, said he also plans to file about half of the 200 small filling
an administrative appeal. He said stations in the area would go out
increased pollution will hurt eco- of business if not for the exempnomic growth In the area.
tion.
Continued from page three.
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SPECIALTY AREAS
Open through business Friday, May 3

Chily's Express

Open through business Friday, May 10
Special Hours: May 10, 8am - 2pm

GT Express

Open through business Friday, May 10
Special Hours: May 10, 8am - 2pm

GTDeli

Open through business Tuesday, May 7

Galley

Open through business Tuesday, May 7

DownUnder

Open through business Tuesday, May 6

Founders Keepers

Open through business Tuesday. May 7

The Falcon's Nest In the University Union will be open until
1:00 pm on May 11.

cool n«w ftiYd OY Mercury.
This includes the high-performance Mustang!
call 1-200-321-1S36 OY visit OUY web site
at http://www.ford.coku. {OY the full Story.
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Jordan will
play Game 3
despite back

Falcon tennis takes
fourth in MAC finale
Paul Markoff
The BG News

Mike Mattel
The Associated Press
DEERFIELD, 111. - In agony
with back spasms about IS hours
earlier, Michael Jordan walked
into Chicago Bulls headquarters
Monday with a bounce in his step
- and with confidence that he'll
be ready for the next game.
"I was surprised at how well he
was doing. He was quite a bit
looser than yesterday," Bulls
trainer Chip Schaef er said. "Now
I'd be surprised if he's not close
to normal by tomorrow."
Jordan suffered the spasms
late in the second quarter of Sunday's playoff victory over the
Miami Heat, bringing the sellout
crowd to an uncomfortable
silence.
Though the NBAs all-time
scoring average leader returned
for the third quarter - to relieved
applause from the fans who consider him the greatest player
ever - he was noticeably stiff.
And Jordan left the court for the
trainer's room well before the
Bulls wrapped up the 106-75 victory that gave them a 2-0 series
lead.
Jordan received treatment
Monday but didn't practice, and
he left without talking to the
media.
"Michael feels quite comfortable that he'll be ready Wednesday" for Game 3 at Miami, coach
Phil Jackson said. "Michael has
the ability, like a lot of great athletes, to recover quickly."
Said Scottie Pippen, Jordan's
only remaining teammate from
the 1991, 1992 and 1993 championship years: "I've seen him
take quite a few falls. He's always been able to bounce back."
Some of those falls came
against the "Bad Boy" Detroit
Pistons, who had a big rivalry
with Chicago in the late 1980s
and early "90s. Three former Bad
Boys are now with the Bulls:
Dennis Rodman, John Salley and
James Edwards.
"I played against this guy, and
I put him on his back a couple of
times," Salley said. "One time,
Dennis and I hit him, and his feet
went out from under him. He fell
on his tailbone, and I knew he
was in pain. He got up limping.
They called a timeout and when
he came out of the timeout, it was
like he had gone out and gotten a
new tailbone.
"He just keeps going. He's a
competitor."
Jordan, who scored 26 of his 29
points Sunday before leaving
with the Injury, got twisted
around when Chris Gatling
fouled him and immediately grimaced in pain. The foul wasn't a
particularly hard one - not
nearly as vicious as the one Keith
Asians committed on Jordan in
the third quarter.
"I'm pretty sure I'm going to
be a target the next game," Jordan said after Sunday's win. "I'll
be ready. We'd like to finish off
the Heat as soon as possible."
Jackson would like to think
that Miami coach Pat Riley and
his players will be too professional to try to hurt Jordan.
"You cant be worried about
those things," Jackson said. "You
have to understand that the Heat
plays very physically when it

MckMl S Gnn/TU AmcUM Prua
Michael Jordan goes for ■ dunk over Alonzo Mourning In the Bulls 106-75 win over the Miami Heat.
comes to going to the basket. isn't In awe of Jordan and might
Well just have to be able to take take another shot at the Bulls'
our blows and make our foul star.
shots."
"Keith is not a Michael Jordan
Salley, who played three fan at all," Salley said. "He
seasons for Miami, said Askins thinks Michael puts his shoes on

one at a time, like the rest of us.
He doesn't realize that Michael's
shoes just go on his feet all by
themselves."

Penny Dean
Head Coach
including sophomore Cassidy
Landis. Landis, the team's
second singles player, finished the year with a 19-13 record. Landis jumped from the
eighth singles player on the
roster to number two In Just
under a year. Dean feels Landis is the Falcons' most improved player.
"Cassidy made a big jump
from eight to second," Dean
stated. "Every match she
played this year she was In
and could have won."
Falcon junior Julie Weisblatt also had an excellent
year, compiling a 21-12 record. Weisblatt finished
fourth at the fifth singles
flight in tourney play but according to Dean Schwartz stabalized both singles and doubles line-ups.
"She (Julie) has Improved
tremendously all year," Dean
said. "Her net game was outstanding, and the move to
doubles was a boost for her
and the team."
The Falcons finished the
season with three conference
wins, the most wins in a
season for a women's tennis
team at Bowling Green. Despite the progress, Dean feels
the team has even greater
strides to make. "Out of our
three team goals, we set one,"
Dean stated. "We have a lot of
work to do for next year."

Mon., Tues., Weds., Open until 2 am, Thurs., Fri.

GET YOUR PHD
* Papa's
Hot Delivery
. -~

Dt&eriyTlcftrkg Pizza/
This handsome
three-piece set
features a moon phase packet watch, chain and
coordinating knife. On the dial the phases of the moon
are depicted at the 12 o'clock indicator. All presented
in a beautifully reusable rosewood gift box.

353-PAPA

HRS: M-W 10-5:30
TH-FRI10-7
OPEN SAT-10-4:30

826 S. MAIN
(LOCATED NEXT TO BIG LOTS)

WEEK SPEC

KLEVERS JEWELRY

(NO COUPON NLTDI D)

* i \i:<.i ONE TOPPIJVC; I» 77/K

125 NORTH MAIN • BOWLING GREEN, OHIO
TELEPHONE (419) 353-6691

FOR ONLY

£23.95
* Free can of pop with all large and
extra large pizza orders

Time is running out for you to get...

ONE 10" SMALL 1
ONE TOPPING 1
PIZZA AND
1
BREADSTICKS
■

Houses

1,2, and 3 Bedroom Apartments

ONLY -

Two Tens for Ten
TWO SMALL
TWO TOPPING
PIZZAS
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We also have limited number left at Mercer Manor
Call us or come in for a listing!
352-0717

"Jenny [Schwartz]
played great for us all
year."

Extended Hoars Starting Monday April 29

Greenbriar, Inc.
Efficiencies

The Bowling Green women's tennis team wrapped up
the 1995-96 campaign with a
fourth place finish at the MidAmerican championships in
Toledo.
The Falcons opened the
tournament at 7-7 overall and
3-3 in conference play. The
team hoped to move within the
top three teams of the conference, but the Falcons fell
short. Falcon head coach
Penny Dean knew the competition was pleased with the
effort but thought the results
would have been better.
"I'm very pleased with the
way we competed," Dean
stated. "Of course I could have
been happier with the results."
Junior Jenny Schwartz was
the lone bright spot for the
team, performing at the sixth
singles flight. Schwartz finished second overall, falling to
Kathy George in a thrilling
three set match 6-2, 4-6, 6-2.
During her title run, Schwartz
downed Miami's Andrea
Heyman 6-2, 6-4, handing the
Redskins their only loss in the
singles flights. Schwartz finished the season with a 23-10
record and became only the
third Falcon during Dean's
tenure as coach to reach the
finals.
"Jenny played great for us
all year," Dena said. "Her trip
to the finals was one of our
biggest highlights for the
year."
All of the Falcons' singles
players finished with a .500
winning percentage or above.

WHAT A MEALi
One Large One Topping I
& Breadsticks
(
& a Two Liter of
Coca-Cola Classic

$10 —

1
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Also, come in and get our summer listing
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Falcon track splits up,
BG baseball survives
competes in three meets tough weekend going
3 for 4 against Kent

four girls set personal records.
The 5,000 and the 10,000 are the
best collegiate races east of the
The men's and women's track Mississippi."
teams split three ways over the
weekend and attended relays In
three different states. Track athletes participated in the Penn Relays in Philadelphia, the Drake
Relays in Des
Moines and the
Hillsdale relays in Hillsdale, Michigan.
Team scoring was not inSteve Price
volved in these
relays; athletes
BG Women's Track Head Coach
went to set new
personal times
Price
The Drake Relays were not as
and individual
successful for Bowling Green as
records.
At the Penn Relays, the largest the Penn Relays.
"We were disappointed," men's
track meet in the world, Bowling
Green was well represented. In relay coach Tom Wright said. "I
the 5,000 meter run, SO runners know that nobody was more discompeted. Tracey Losl finished appointed than the athletes."
Coach Wright said that al14 with an NCAA provisional
qualifying mark of 16 minutes, though weather may have been a
S7.02 seconds. Laura Hall also factor, everyone must learn how
placed in the 5,000. She finished to compete under those circum23 with a personal record time of stances.
17:25.26.
For the men, Mike Freeman
In the 10,000 meter run, 55
runners competed. Kristin Gad- threw 152 feet, one inch in the
dls and Missy Lyne finished 13 discus. Adam Rose threw 51 feet,
and 14 respectively. Gaddis was seven inches in the shot put. For
13 with a time of 35:5480. Lyne the women, Nikki Sturzinger
placed with a personal record threw 42 feet, two inches in the
shot put and 145 feet, three intime of 36:17.84.
"I was pleased with their ches in the discus.
times," head women's coach
In Michigan, the Hillsdale ReSteve Price said. "Three of our
Pamela Sintangelo
The BC News

"Gregory had her
best showing of the
year. She is one of the
best sprinters in the
MAC.
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lays saw 21 different schools
competing for best times.
"We expected to go up there
and win some events, and we
did," Price said.
The Bowling Green women
came away with first in four
events. In the 200, Clarice Gregory finished first with a time of
24.80. Emily Cokinos took the
javelin competition with a throw
of 136 feet, two and one-half inches. The discus was captured by
Heather Nordgren with a throw
of 136 feet, two inches. Suzanne
Isco, who is undefeated in the
10,000 this season, finished with
a time of 36:53.70.
"Gregory had her best snowing
of the year," Price said. "She is
one of the best sprinters in the
MAC."
Gregory also finished second
in the 100 meter dash.

Freshman Becky Barnett, who
owns the top spot in the MAC,
finished in the heptathlon with
4,468 points.
The men did just as well. The
Falcons also came away with
four first place finishes.
In the 110 hurdles, Darren
Braddix finished first with a
score of 14.70. The 4 x 200 relay
team of Rob Pietruszka, Doug
Heitkamp, Eric Holmes, and
Mike Shoals took first with a time
of 1:29.70. The 4 x 100 relay team
of Rah'Sheen Clay, Heitkamp,
Rick Marinelli, and Shoals finished with a time of 42.50. The
other first place finish was captured by the shuttle hurdle relay
team with a time of 61 JO.
The two teams will split again
on Saturday. The men will compete at the Central Collegiate
Championships in Kalamazoo,
Michigan. The women will travel
to Ann Arbor, Michigan to compete in the Tri-Meet with Michigan and Purdue. On Sunday, the
teams will come together in order to compete at the Jesse
Owens Invitational In Columbus.

Blake Parkins
The BG News
The heat Is on the Falcon
Baseball team as they drop
three of four games at Kent
State this weekend. The club
lost the first three games of the
series before bullying the
Golden Flashes 9-3.
With only
10 games left
the Falcons
are struggling to stay
in playoff
contention
for the fourth
Schmltz
and final spot
in the MAC
tournament BG is three games
out of the playoff race with
eight conference matchups to
play, so they can decide their
own destiny.
Saturday's first game was a
good indicator of the way the
team has been playing lately.
The club has developed a bad
habit of falling behind early in
the contest, allowing two runs
in the first inning.
Catcher Donny Shone was
one of the few bright points for
the Falcons going 3-4, and
crossing the plate one time. Jason Tlppie was handed the loss
in the 6-3 decision dropping his
record to 3-3 for the year.
The Falcons put up a good
effort in the second game, but
lost a 1-0 heart breaker. Joe
Holland pitched an outstanding
game, giving up five hits in six
Innings and only allowing one
earned run. The club had a solid game in the box, connecting
with many sharply hit balls in
key situations that unfortunately couldn't find the grass.
The Falcons began Sunday's
first game by again painting
themselves into a comer early.

The Golden Flashes scored two game, the blast was Niles'
runs in the second and three fourth of the year. The Falcons
runs in the third inning to in- would also put another run on
crease BG's deficit to five. The the board in the sixth inning
Falcons would draw within • for the final score of 9-3.
Other Falcons had a good day
three in the bottom of the sixth
inning as first baseman Mike at the plate. Jerome Kynard
Combs drove in Bill Burgel and drove in two runs with a bases
loaded single. Mike Combs
Drew Niles.
went 2-2 and scored once. Travis Razor had two hits and batted In one run.
Mike Chaney had a solid outing on the mound giving up two
runs on five hits while pitching
six innings. Chaney leads the
team in wins with a record of
6-3 for the year, and an E.RA
just above three.

"This is probably
the most talent
we've had here as
far as front line
guys... we're not
playing like we're
capable of playing.
I'm as frustrated
with this crew as I
have ever been with
any team.

Danny Schmitz
Falcon Baseball Head Coach
Kent would score an additional run in the sixth innning
to decide Bowling Green's fate
6-2. With the loss, Joe Cotton's
record falls to 3-5. Short-stop
Drew Niles went 2-3 for the
game and scored once.
Sunday's nitecap was a carbon copy of the way the Falcons have kicked off this
weekend's games. They fell
behind in the box score in the
first inning by giving up two
runs. Kent would maintain the
lead until BG exploded in the
fifth inning scoring eight runs.
The rally was highlighted with
a three run homer by Drew
Niles. Niles went 2-3 for the

Bob Reichow got some work
in a sixth inning relief appearance and gave up a run on one
hit. The win improves Bowling
Green's record to 24-17 overall
and 11-13 in the MAC
Head coach Danny Schmitz
is concerned with the club's
tendency to fall behind early in
the game. "When you cross the
white lines, you have to compete from the first pitch to the
last pitch, and we're not doing
that," said Schmitz. "We are
not a consistent ballclub, and
that just comes from getting
prepared both mentally and
physically."
Schmitz was also exasperated with the club's failure
to play up to their potential.
"This Is probably the most talent we've had here as far as
front line guys...we're not playing baseball like we're capable
of playing," said Schmitz. "I'm
as frustrated with this crew as
I have ever been with any
team."
The Falcons welcome Cincinnati at 3:00 p.m. on Wednesday, and Detroit on Thursday
at Stellar Field. Game time for
that match is 2:00 p.m.

COME LIVE WITH US!!!
Leasing for Summer and Fall
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Announcing the AT&T

"Ultimate ROAD TRIP" ♦

Sweepstakes.
Studying abroad this
Fall? AT&T would
like to help pay
your way.
10 GRAND PRIZE
WINNERS Round-Trip Air
Transportation
from the U.S.
to the country
where you
will study.

Preferred Properties
530 S. Maple - Rental Office - 352-9378
All residents receive a membership to
Cherrywood Health Spa

JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)
Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments

Plus thousands of
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• Leather-bound
passport folders
• High-quality
currency converters
enter, call

Mini Mall
Small Buildings
Frontier Housing
Houses

Fox Run
Haven House Manor
Piedmont
Birchwood Place
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$5,000 added to Rodman's NBA tab Bryant, NBA bound
from high school

Mike Nadel
The Associated Press

DEERFIELD, 111. - Once again,
the Worm Is turning into a
playoff distraction.
Dennis Rodman, whose erratic
behavior, selfishness and bickering with referees contributed to
the San Antonio Spurs' postseason failure last year, was fined
$5,000 by the NBA on Monday for
making an obscene gesture at a
referee In the Chicago Bulls'
playoff game the night before.
Rodman was ejected from the
106-75 victory over the Miami
Heat, and Bulls coach Phil Jackson is concerned about his
moody, mercurial forward.
"Dennis and I had a little talk,"
Jackson said Monday. "I'm not
comfortable with Dennis' mental
standpoint. He felt like he was
picked out and made an example
of. It was a physical game, but
Dennis carried it too far.
"We tried to tell him that after
the whistle blows, contact stops. I
think Dennis understands. How
he's going to play is another
statement."
The Bulls will try to complete a
three-game sweep of their opening-round series Wednesday at
Miami.
Rodman declined comment
Monday. But on his television
show the previous night, the
"Worm" repeated what has been
his standard line of defense all
season: NBA referees are out to
get him.
Rodman was assessed his second technical foul - and the automatic ejection that goes with it
- for slapping at the ball but hitting Miami's Alonzo Mourning
with 3:01 left in the third quarter.
The whistle had blown several
seconds earlier because of a foul
on Chicago's Ron Harper.
Rodman stormed off the court,
took off his shirt to give to a fan
(as is his custom) and crossed his
arms in an obscene gesture
toward referee Bill Oakes.
It was just the latest in a series
of incidents involving Rodman,
who tied for the NBA lead with
29 technical fouls this season and

leading scorer in southeastern
Pennsylvania with 2,883 career points.
His senior year, Bryant
averaged 31 points, 10 rebounds, five assists, five
blocked shots and four steals a
game to lead the Aces to a 31-3
record and 26 consecutive
wins at the end of the season.
In selecting the pros, Bryant
decided against playing for La
Sal le. where his father, former
Philadelphia 76er Joe Bryant,
is an assistant coach.
The Explorers, as well as
national powers Kentucky,
North Carolina, Arkansas,
Duke, Michigan and Villanova,
were among the college programs Bryant was considering.
"People say that I was under
pressure. The real person who
was under pressure was my
father," Bryant said. "He was
catching it from every angle."
LaSalle coach Speedy Morris told The Philadelphia Daily
News In a story published
Monday he first heard about
the scheduled news conference on the radio Sunday night
and was "disappointed" with
the way Bryant's father handled the situation.
"I wish Kobe well, but Joe
owes us an explanation," Morris said

WiyneWoolley
The Associated Press
ARDMORE, Pa. - Kobe
Bryant, like Kevin Garnett
last year, has decided to skip
college and jump right to the
NBA.
Bryant, a 6-foot-6 forward
recognized as the national
player of the year by several
organizations, including USA
Today and Parade magazine,
announced Monday he will become the sixth high school
player to enter the NBA draft.
"I know that 111 have to
work extra hard, and I know
that It's a big step," he said at
a news conference In the gym
where he led Lower Merion
High School to the state class
AAAA championship. "I can
doit."
Bryant, 17, Is expected to be
among the top 10 prospects in
the June draft Last year, Garnett went directly to the NBA
from Farragut Academy in
Chicago; he was picked fifth
by the Minnesota Timberwolves. Garnett won a starting
position midway through this
season.
Other NBA players who did
not play In college were Moses
Malone, Shawn Kemp, Darryl
Dawkins and BUI Willoughby.
Bryant was the all-time

Mlclutl CuraymK Aiuclalrd Preii

Referee Bill Oaks center, seperates Dennis Rodman and Alonzo Mourning after Rodman was called for
his second technical foul in the Bulls-Heat playoff game.
served a six-game suspension for best record last year but lost to
head-butting a referee during a Houston In the playoffs. Rodman
March 16 game.
got much of the blame, causing
distractions by missing pracDespite his problems, Rodman tices, removing his shoes on the
won his fifth consecutive re- bench and refusing to join team
bounding title, averaging 14.9 a huddles during timeouts.
game, and helped the Bulls to an
NBA-record 72 wins. He has been
Rodman didn't get along with
popular with the fans -- partly for Spurs coach Bob Hill but has said
his colorful hair and tattoos, part- he respects the laid-back Jackly for his high-energy work ethic. son. Certainly, nobody has been
In two playoff games, however, more supportive of Rodman than
Rodman hasn't helped the Bulls Jackson, who urged general
at all. He has three technicals manager Jerry Krause to trade
and Is averaging only 7.5 re- with San Antonio because the
bounds. And he hasn't started In Bulls needed a tough power forthe postseason because Jackson ward.
fears Rodman will be baited into
confrontations.
Now, Jackson is seeing what
San Antonio had the league's Hill went through last year. And

this likely won't be the last Rodman-related distraction.
Rodman's book - supposedly
an outrageous, tell-all publication
- comes out this week.
While not condoning Rodman's
behavior, Jackson agreed Rodman gets special attention from
NBA referees.
"Basketball is a game where If
you're going to Isolate on one
player, you can certainly do that
to anybody in the NBA," Jackson
said. "Because almost every sequence of plays ... there's something going on. It looks like they
have him in full view. But that's
life. He just has to play through
it."

t♦

MID AM MANOR
• NOW RENTING •

Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer 1996
and school year 1996-1997.
♦
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
♦
♦ gas heat and water included, air conditioning.
+ 641 Third SL Apt 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352-4380

Now's a great time to pack a Mac:

For further information please visit BGSU Computer Sales and Rental
129 Hayes Hall or call
Phone: (419) 372-7724
Prices above do not include tax & handling fees!
**Please stop by or call for current availability.
**lrnfr*&ia*™i,mrtW,mM»ltmlB,,milot*t**wimtCfrT,^-iato,r^lk7l{hfcs*l*m itmimlrjimjlttt*l*M2l
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CAMPUS EVENTS

SERVICES OFFERED

BUY YOURSELF A 8UTT
Get your name or slogan written on Brian and
Joa at they go on their Jock Strap Run tor
Fun. S3 gets your slogan anywhere on iheir
bodyl Tha Buttocka will coat you 110 lor your
maatagal Sign up ai day Wednesday"! Waal
Hall. I'a BurairabJa And II benefits tie Campus Eicon Service bacauta you should ba
able 10 salary gal acroaa campus not maltar
WHAT you're wearingll
THE KG HAIRY POSSE
AS SEEN ON TV EXCEPT NAKED-ER

BUY YOURSELF A BUTT
Gat your name or slogan on Brian and Joe as
they go on their Jock Strap Run for Fun. S3
gets your slogan anywhere on their bodyThe
Buttocka will coat you S10 tor your message!
Sign up al day Wedneeday In Waal Hall
It's Buraarable
And it benefits the Campus Escort Service because you should be able to safely gat across
campus no matterWHAT you're weanngil
THE BIO HAIRY POSSE
AS SEEN ON TV EXCEPT NAKED-ER

Comahaar
Traaaurar Kan Blickwell
4 p.m. Tuaaday. Apr) 30th

Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy tests. Confidential and
earing. 354-4873 BG Pregnancy Cantor

Room2190laeamp
EARNtlSO
Tha Sleep Lab naadi lamala students (ago
10-28) 10 partciapte *i a 48-hr sleep deprivation experiment this summer. Participants must
be enrolled In summer classes.
Call 2-2547 or 2-2474 lor Into.

HEY IMAM
Final meeting of the year.
This Tuesday

9pm
Ulei Alumni Center
Canl be there?
email nboyler&bgent
Questions?
call 2-6849

SKYOIVEBO
Here is your opportunity toSkydlve tor FREE.
Organize a group of to or more friends and get
YOUR first Jump static line couraeFREE. For
more info call SKYDIVE BO AT 383-8300.
TWO MEN IN JOCKSTRAPSII
coma witness the second Jock Strep Run lor
tun!! This Wedneeday around S:458rian and
Joa from The Big Hairy Posse will leaveWeet
Hall run around The Union over to iheMslh
Science Building and back to Weet Hall. A
reception will be held immediately fotkjwing tie
run at Campua Pollyeyaa.
AS SEEN ON TV EXCEPT NAKED-ER
WIN housesit and care lor your home (mow
lawn, shovel snow, etc.) wNe you're away; 6
mo. or longer. Mature late 30's female. References available. 353-3414.

PHI ETA SIGMA
For those new members who did not pick up
their pins, you can pick them up in 550 Education Building!
PHI ETA SIGMA
TWO MEN IN JOCKSTRAPSII
coma witless the second Jock Strap Run lor
fund. This Wedneeday around 5:45 Brian and
oa from The Big Hairy Posse win leave Weal
Hall run around Tha Union over to the Hath
Selene Building and back to Weal Hall. A reception will be held immediately blowing tie
run at Campua Pollyeyea.
AS SEEN ON TV EXCEPT NAKED-ER

RIDES
BUY YOURSELF A BUTT
Gal your name or slogan wntten on Brian or
Joa as thay go on their Jock Strap Run tor
Fua S3 gets your slogan anywhere on (heir
body. The Buttocka will coal you S10 tor your
message1 Sign up all day Wednesday in Weal
Halll H'a Buraarable and it benefits tha Campua Escort Service because you should be
able to salety get across campus no matter
WHAT you're wearing!)
THE BIO HAIRY POSSE
AS SEEN ON TV EXCEPT NAKED-CR
TWO MEN IN JOCKSTRAPSII
coma winess the second Jock Strap Run lor
fund This Wednesday around 5:45 Brian and
Joe from The Big Hairy Posse wsl leave West
Hall run around The Union over to the Math
Science Building and back to West Hall. A
reception will be held immediately following tie
run al Campus Pollyeyaa).

AS SEEN ON TV EXCEPT NAKEO-E R

PERSONALS
"HEYMO"
Tha day has finally arnved
We know you barely survived
It's tme to go have some fun
Now thai you're finally 21II
Happy 21st Birthday!!
LOB- Marge iTracey
'AOD-KA'AGO'KA'
Alpha Gamma Delta wants to
welcome Kappa Alpha's
Scon Wtkg as the new
Alpha Gam man I Congrats Seoul
•AOP1XA-AO0-KA'
Attention all students!
Grants. Scholarships Available
Qualify Immod. 1 -800-257-3834.

INTRAMURAL FORFEIT FEES: THIS SEMESTER FORFEIT FEES MAY BE PICKED
UP IN THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE. JUST
BRING IN YOUR RECEIPT BY MAY 8TH
THE OFFICE WILL BE OPEN I20O-5O0PM
MONDAY - WEDNESDAY DURING FINALS
WEEK.
JUMP AND SPIN INTO THE FIGURE SKATING CLASS. NEED ONE MORE CREDIT
HOUR FOR FALL? FIGURE SKATING
CLASS. SIGN UP FOR PE0181 OR 281.
NEED ONE MORE CREDIT HOUR FOR
FALL?
LEARN HOWTO ICE SKATE!!
SIGNUPFORPEG1S0OR260.
Sigma Kappa * Sigma Kappa
The sisters of Sigma Kappa would like to congratulate April Henry on her engagement to
Sleven McGlona. Congratulations April and
best ol luck I
Sigma Kappa * Sigma Kappa
TWO MEN IN JOCKSTRAPSII
come witieas the second Jock Strap Run lor
tun!! This Wedneeday around 8:45 Brian and
Joe Irom The Big Hairy Poeee will leave Weet
Hall run around tha Union over to the Math
Science Building and back to Weet Hall A
reception will be held immediately following tie
run at Campua Pollyeyea
AS SEEN ON TV EXCEPT NAKED-ER
UAO. FACULTY AND STAFF
Thank you to the BGSU community
who have helped us during the 9S-96
school year. We appreciate your support
and dadicaton to UAO and its programs.
UAO, FACULTY AND STAFF
USFSA COMPETITIVE PRECISION
TEAM FORMINO NOW. CALL
372-8521 FOR INFORMATION.

WANTED
1 M-F Bummer subieaeer. Furnished apL, A/C,
free cable, reasonable rent unites included,
close to campus, dean. Also need roommate
tor 98-97 school year. Call 354-8087.

ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:
Don't torgel to return you End-of tha year report, summer contact, and Organizations Fair
registration to the Office of Student Life Office,
Room 405. Student Services by May 3. Any
question regarding these forms? Call Student
Lite at 372-2843.

1 or 2 aubleaaera wanted for studio ept
Can be available IMMEDIATELY. Call Bryan al
353-8188, leave message.

BUY YOURSELF A BUTT
Get your name or slogan wntten on Brian and
Joa as they go on tier Jock Strap Run tor
tun. S3 gets your slogan anywhere on their
body. The Buttocka will coat you S10 for your
message' Sign up all day Wedneeday in Weet
Hall.
It's Buraarable.
And it benefits the Campus Escort Service because you should ba able to salary get across
campus no manerWHAT you're wearing!!
THE BIO HAIRY POSSE
AS SEEN ON TV EXCEPT NAKED-ER

3 subleasers wanted for summer. Duplex with
AC. S'58/mo plus utilities Starts in May.
Call 352-4296 or 352-0579.

Cell the Sports/Entertainment Una Today
Sports fun, scores, point spreads, and much
more. Call i -000-658-6000 est. 5857.
S2 gcymin. Musi ba 18 yra or older ProCal
Co. 802-054-7420.

The Finest Beef
Served Anywhere.

HOTIHOTIHOTI
Lota20 lbs. by summer break!
New metabolism breakthrough. Results guaranteed! Free gift with purchase. S29 95 coat.
Call 1 -800-334-1884.

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
382-9831
TRYASALAD!
ChefVegelarlanTunieyOrilled Chicken
Checker's Pub presents Laser Linda's Karoko
every Sun., Tues.. Wed, evenings.
Coma support Relationships on the Road. Alt
dayTuos. May 30th rt the Union.
CONGRATULATIONS TO TWO
AWESOME AND STRONG
WOMYNII
WE LOVE YOU 8 WILL MISS YOU!!!
SALLIESTENS
AND
CAT FLANNAOAN
GOOD LUCK IN ALL OF YOUR
FUTURE ENDEAVORS
WE KNOW YOU WILL MAKE US
PROUD!!!

LOVE

foESTAURd/Vir,

NV08NJEK

146 North Main Bowling Green

Don't ruin your spnng vacation because you're
too cheap to buy a tanning package.
Campus Tanning • 352-7889

2-3 Sublease's needed tor summer and fan*.
S135/mo. * alec Free shuttle to campua.
Call Jenni for 354-2181.

Advertising, Business, Communication, 8 Marketing majors. Co-op with internal1! corp.
St0.25 starting pay. No Exp Necessary. Ful or
part erne openings. Must call now. Positions
filing tast. 538-2177.
BUY YOURSELF A BUTT
Get your name or slogan wntten on Brian and
Joe as they go on their Jock Strap Run lor
Fun. S3 gets your slogan anywhere on their
body.The Buttocka will coat you S10 tor you
messagel Sign up all day Wedneeday In Weet
Hell.
He Bureereble
and it benefits the Campua Escort Service because you should be able to sately get across
campua no matterWHAT you're wearingl
THE BIO HAIRY POSSE
AS SEEN ON TV EXEPT NAKED-ER
Fnendry male/female sublease! needed starting Aug -96 to May '97. Own room Rent Si 85.
Ask for Carrie. 352-8883.
Help! I desperately need a summer subleased
Have your own apt. on S. Collage nest to T.V.
Station. Keep my pet deposit and 111 pay
StOO/mo.l Ready when you are. Call
353-1058
Hey! 1 bedroom cottage-ish duplex avail, for
Summer only. 8235/mo. ♦ utl. 352-9376 Tim
Male or female sublessor from now until May.
S225/mo. Close to campus. Electric & phone
only. Vary nice apt Cal 353-3212.
Need 2 roommates to share part ol house on
E. Wooatar tor full year lease. Contact Meredith and Heather. Can 352-5068.
Need 2 subieaeers tor summer of vs. Cal
352-5045.
SUBLEASER WANTED FOR SPACIOUS 2
BEDROOM APARTMENT. AVAILABLE MIDMAY. HEAT AND WATER INCLUDEO. A/C,
QUIET LOCATION. CAU 354-1907 8 LEAVE
MESSAGE.
Sublease! needed from 5/10/96 to 7/31/98.
own bedroom and bathroom. S190 ♦ gas 8
electric, price negotiable, Cal Jim or Macy at
354-4516.
SUBLEASERS
for SUMMER 1)6
ACROSS tie STREET FROM
CAMPUS. Cal 354-4088.

Gain Valuable
experience in
ionual Posce-up. i

Summer Sublease/ Needed. House dose to
campua. Own room. 8150 * UDI par month.
354-5184 Start altar finals.
SUMMER SUBLEASERS NEEDED
spacious 4 bdrm house - 4th and high
call: 352-7578, rent negotiable.

fld Design, Macintosh
experience, and
Organizational skills

dent €mployTnent^ormore

TWO MEN IN JOCKSTRAPSII
coma witness tha aecond Jock Strap Run
tor Fun!! This Wedneeday around 8:45Brian
and Joe Irom The Big Hairy Poeee wil
leaveWeet Hal run around The Union over to
tioMath Science Building and back to Waal
HaU. A reception wal be held immediately bllowmg the run at Campua Pollyeyea.
AS SEEN ON TV EXCEPT NAKED-ER

uo^n^eryjce^RooiTi
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Sockman Automotive
425 Grant Blvd., Bowling Green, OH 43402
across the tracks from Kioto's

352-3607

FINALS WEEK SALE
General Maintenance and Lube/OII/Filter $16.95 up to 5qts. of Oil
Get Your Car Ready For The Long Tripi
See Tom or Bill now!
General maintenance for at domestic and import cars

Take over lease on one bedroom apt. Quiet
and rani negotiable. Ask for Scon, 354-8188 or
372-2736.
Urgenil 8100 ofl/mo. Take over lease for
summer 98 or tor 96/97 school year 1 bdrm
apt. 2 tucks trom campus. Extremely quiet
Furnished w/rsahwasher, gas heat ArC,
laundry. Only S245Vmo. « utl. 8 gat. Cal
3S3-4V706.
Wanted: Siriger/Songwriter tor Funk/Rock
Band. Established musicians w/ma)or label
industry interest looking tor serious inquiries
only. Cal Scon Hayes at (419) 535-8860 or
Doug Summers at (419) 672-1361.

HELP WANTED
tit HEADING HOME TO CLEVELAND FOR
THE SUMMER? HELP PAY FOR FALL TUtTrON OR HAVE EXTRA SPENDING MONEY
FOR SUMMER. S7/HR, 9-8 M-F.NO WEEKENDS AND NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
MODERN OFFICES IN CLEVELAND AREA.
216-228-7117.
Are you'Outgoing
•Sell-Motivated
'Goal-Oriented
'A Team Player
'Sales Experience
helpful but not necessary
The BG News is looking tor successful advertising account executives tor Fall 1996/Spnng
1997. Applications available at 204 West Hall
or can John Virostek al 372-2805 lor more detailt.
Bartender and wail staff.
Edgewood Inn. Pemberviiie. OH.
Apply in person. Rt. 8 8 199.
Business is greatl
The FinrJay Inn has openings m the following
areas: sous chef, servers 8 jacquea fine dining
room, weekend bartenders in the Pheasant
Lounge. Apply In person al Find lay ton 6 Con
lerenee Center. 200 E. Mail Cross. Findlay,
Oh.
CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED: Trimdown
Fitness, coed camp located in tha CatskiB
Mountains of NY All Sports, Water-skiing.
Canoeing. Ropes. Lifeguards. Crafts, Dance,
Aerobics. Nutrition. Kitchen, Office 120 positons. Csll Camp Shane (800) 292-2267.
Cashier. Pro Shop. Waitress. Waiter, restaurant. Musi ba 21 lor restaurant. Tanglewood
Qotl Club 833-1725.
Child care. My home. 3 days a week and every
other Saturday. Please call 419-686-4907.
Chiidcare - summer babysitter (all or pan ol
summer) 8 ajn. - 2 p.m. In my Perrysburg
home tor 7 yr. boy 6 4 yr. girl. Mult tove children. Educ. Major pre!., exp. 6 ref. required.
872-2109.
Chiidcare tor 1 year old in my Perrysburg
homo. Prater, but not require, someone who
can continue In tha fall. Non-smoker. Cal
t-419-874-6487 or 372-2899.
Cleaning and Maintenance help needed. Starting May 10. Apply at 318 E. Marry Apt. 3 or cal
3530325.
COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
PAINTERS WANTED FOR BG AREA
NOEXPERIENCE NEEDED
CALL DU ST IN AT 353-8022.
COUNSELORS - INSTRUCTORS needed!
100 poeltlonet Coed summer camp. Pocono
Mine. PA. Good salary/tlpo I (ant) ttae-mt.
EARN GREAT MONEY and valuable sales 8
marketing experience. Memoknk la coming to
BGI We need one highly motivated individual
to help us coordinate our project. Call Dave al
(800) 583-8654 tor more JntormaDon.
ENVIFIONMENTAL
Growing too last and NEED HELPII Looking tor
several tun, energetic, and motivated individuals to work In exciting atmosphere. Training
provided. Toledo office. 419-832-0387.
Golf course maintenance. Seasonal positions.
S6.00 per hour. Apply in person. Toledo County Club Maintenance blag. 3949 River Rd.
Toledo. M-F. 7 e.m. - 2 p.m.
Home City Ice Company Is now hiring tor these
positions: Route Drivers, Production Stackers,
Truck Loaders. Competitive wages/flexible
schedules. Locations throughout all ol Ohio
and Southeast Michigan. Call tor details at
1-800-89»8070.
HOME TYPISTS
PC users needed. S45.000 Income potential.
Call 1-800-513-4343 Ell. B-9849
Island Hopper is looking lor a band to play a
variety ol music aboard ship on Trims.. Fri.
and Sat Sand demo tape or VCR tape to: 4 N.
Jefferson, Port Clinton, OH 43452.
Live near Sandusky?
Love the islends?
Apply with Goods me Island Cruises
in Sandusky. Jackson St Pier

NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Positions are now available ai National Parka,
Forests & Wildlife Preserves Excellent benefits A bonuses' Call: 1-206-071-3620 tut N
55445.

"Rooms for Rant"
7»4», St-Females
3091/2 E. Merry-Males
Furnished. Call 353-0325

Painter* needed: exterior home palming
Columbue ana. Exp. pref. but not required,
Musthava own tramp. 1-tOO-«5-W04.

".1 or 2 bdrm. apts 318 E. Merry"
9.10.12,15mo. leases 98-97 sch.yr.
Call 353-0325

PROOFREADER
NFO Research, Inc. has an immediate opening
lor a fult-Dme. 2nd shift Proofreader. This Individual wilt be responsible tor proofreading and
editing questonare documents.
Minimum requirements Include:
**
'Excellent spelling and grammar skills
•Good typing skills
"One year ol experience with desktop publishing software preferred
'Associates degree preferred

1 ft 2 bdrm apt avail. 9 ft 12mo
leases Including heal, hot water, cooking ft
aawer. Located Ctough ft Maroar 352-0164

NFO oners compe.nve salaries and beneftt
packages. Please send resume to:
NFO RESEARCH, NC.
PO Box 315

Toledo. OH 43697
Attn: Human Resources
No Phone Calls Please
NFO is an Equal Opportunity Employer
Sitter needed. 5-10 hrsyweek. Flexible.
Weekends and evenings. BG area Please call
Kay M-F. 10-4.623 3*35
Summer Business)
Are you an entrepreneur?
Great opportunity, low start up cost
Management training
Earn up to S600 per week.
Veh.de required.
Call Greenland Irrigation

1-600-361-4074
Summer Employment. Warehouse work. Ful
time. Overtime available. 1 st 12nd Shift.
Convenient Store cashiers needed. Ful and
part-time. Apply for both Comer Carryout.
Front St. and Rt. 85. Grand Rapids.
Summer Employmeni • Painters Wanted for
Toledo, Dayton, and Canton areas, eMMtfhr.
Advancement opportunities. Call today!!!
1-800-679-2656.
Summer Wait Staff. Jacques Restaurant; also
need Sous Chef. Apply in Person, Findlay Inn
and Conference Center. 200 E. Main Cross Si.
Findlay, Ohio or call 1-600-625-1455 ask for
ant 103.
TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Entry-level A career positions available worldwide (Hawaii, Mexico. Caribbean, etc). Wailstaff, housekeepers. SCUBA dive leaders, fitness counselors, and more.
Call Resort Employment Servlcai
1 -206-071 -3600 ext. R55443.
UNIVERSITY PAINTERS
$6-SB/hr. • 300 posit Ions avail.
Palnters, foreman, trainers
Columbus, Toledo, Canton,
Dayton, Cincinnati, Cleveland
Training provided, work w/other BO
students. For Info In your hometown call

12 month leases starting Mey 16. 1998
404 1/2 E. Court - Effic. - t person - $265 •
uat
408 E. Cowl - 2 bdrm - 2 person - $480 • utl.
Steve Smith 352-6017.
1996-97 school year. 2 bdrm. turn, or unfum.
apts $500 per mo. Ind. tree heat, water.
sewer, gas ft HBO. 705 71h St. 354-0914.
2 bdrm.. lumJuntum. apts. $500 for entire
summer, mcl. dee water, sewer, gas. and
HBO. 724 6lh St. 706 7th Si. Cal 354-0914
2 Summer Subleasers needed for house dose
to campus. For more into please call: 353-4414
or 372-6174 or 372-4507.
3 Bdrm House. Close 10 Campus Aug. • May
Lease. Call 354-8420.
ATTENTION" Need 1-2 Female Subleasers
lor the summer to live with 3 otter fun cool
girls. Please don't hesibtaia to call. Wa really
need you. Please phone Mandy at 372-6231.
Avail. In May-1 yr. lease:
1 bedim apL on University Ln $595 includes utsties.
3 bedim, house. 2 baths on Leroy. $860 » ubkOes
3 bedrm. house, 2 baths on University Ln. $860
.utl.
Avail. Aug. 1-iyr. lease:
2 Lg. 1 bedrm. furnished apts. on Prospect.
$595 includes utilities.
2 bedrm. house on Ada Ave. $595 • ubl.
3 bedrm. house, 2 baths on University Ln. $685
• uttlities.
3 bedrm house on Troup Ave. $795 « utl.
Call 352-9371 ft leave a message.
CALL 352-3445
We are family of 20 and we own these apts.
We are hungry. Please, if you don't need an
apl.wo are soil accepting donations
601 3/d"'704 5tV"7107th
Clean, Deluxe 2 bdrm. turn dishwashers, resident mgr.. AX heat, water ft sewer prov.
Need May renters - Call Greg 354-0401 after
6pm.
Eflic. • just for Fall • $215/mo plus alec, ft gas.
Close to Campus. 353-2420. ask forGary.
FOR RENT: House in 1st bkx* of S. College.
Lame yard. 3 bdrm. Max. 5 people. 12 mo.
lease. $850 per mo. 353-64gt.

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 Third St. renting lor the
coming Smr„ sch. yr 1998-97 ft
12 mo. E xcellent 1 br. ft 2 br. units
Convenient location, reasonsble rates.
All u mines included
Stop byyolficetio
ol
^HONEJ
E 352-4988

1-800-879-2658

FOR SALE

Houses. 1 ft 2 bedroom Furnished apts.
1 year. 9 monti, and summer leases
Call 352-7454

1BB1 Honda CM 400 E Classic street motorcycle. 3900 original miles Mint condition.
tlOOO "rm. Cal 372-8381.

Summer Sublessor Needed
At conditioned two bedroom
Bent negotiable
Call Jennifer 352-1190

iM3Chevette
Great Shape Low Mies
11095 354- 7083 Danny
1985 Olds Calais runs very good, never bres,
AfvVf M cast, itarao. dean manor, asking
tl 095. Would lika to sal before May 11 th. Cal
Bob at 358-8423.

Want your own apt. lor the summer. Cal
Brooke at 354-973S.

81 VW MM Excellent
condition. Make Otter.
CallCaryat353-3191

SENIOR FAREWELLS

87' Chevy Astro Van, many new pans. Asking
$3,500 or bast offer. Call (419) 372-3438 ask
for Nik if no answer leave a message.

■UY YOURSELF A BUTT
Get your name or slogan on Brian and Joe aa
they go on their Jock Strap Run for Fun. $3
gets your slogan anywhere on their body. Tha
Buttocks will cost you $10 lor your messagel
Sign up al day Wednaadayin Weal Hall
ft's Bursarable.
And it benefits the Campus Escort Service because you should be able to get salary acroaa
campus no matter WHAT you're weanngil
THE BIO HAIRY POSSE
AS SEEN ON TV EXCEPT NAKED-ER

For Sale: Loft, good shape, very sturdy. $75 It
interested call Bran or Andy at 353-0418.
La Z Boy sleeper sofa $i 25
La-Z-Boy Rocker/rediner$75
Call 888-0602.
WHY PAY R£MT7 LIVE FOR FREE NEXT
YEAR. DUPLEX FOR SALE: 174,000. LIVE IN
HALF. RENT OUT THE OTHER. IVCLUDES
AC/. W/D, LARGE STO. GARAGE. CALL
352-1572.

FOR RENT
' Summer Apertments Available "

CaH 353-0325
Van/ close to campus. AC. Furnished

TWO MEN IN JOCKSTRAPSII
come witness the aecond Jock Strep Run for
Funl This Wedneeday around 5:45Brlan and
Joe from The Big Hairy Poeee an I leaveWeet
HaU run around The Union over to thetlath
Science Building and back to Weal Hall. A
reception wil be held Immediately following tie
run at Campus Poll ye ya.
AS SEEN ON TV EXCEPT NAKED-ER

(419)625-9892
Local manufacturing company has need of
part-time unskilled production employees.
These jobs are mainly assembly ol small parts.
Work 15-35 hours a week around your school
schedule. Only one btock oft BGSU campus,
south ol Wooatar Street, so you can walk or
drive. Many BGSU students work at Ins plant.
Rate of pay Is $4.25 par hour. Come by to pick
up an application form. Advanced Specialty
Products, Inc., 428 Ctough Steal. Bowling
Green. OH 43402.
Looking tor a fun job ihis summer?
Work on tie Island Hopper in Port Clinton. OH.
raring deck hands, bartenders, waitresses,
sales darks Must be friendly, outgoing, and
lika boats. For application and Interview appointment. Cal 41 g- 734-4336.

StUH0H0l (kfo I
Work outdoors w/other students.
No experience necessary. Will train.
Earn $6-9.00/hr.
ail Today!
Iniversity

1-800-879-2656

a

I^Rainters-

^stares*' The I .Lionel rhnkc
httpj'/www.univpaint.cotn

Om*t Ceaietsesas Cease* Teasata, Qitattiist tV>«vaVei Crease, Beetest

ABOVE DOWNTOWN BUSINESS AREA
CLOSE TO EVERYTHING
114 1/2 SOUTH MAIN STREET & 117 NORTH MAIN STREET
• 1 Bedroom Apartments
• Unfurnished
• Laundry Facilities Available
• Air Conditioned
•9 to 12 Month Leases
• Cats welcomed
• Sky Lights
• 117 N. Main Has Dishwashers!

NEWI9VE
Rentals
T

328 S. MAIN
(OUR ONLY OFFICE)
352-5620

